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Abstract
In this paper, we give necessary and sufficient conditions for a set of Jordan blocks to correspond to the
peripheral spectrum of a nonnegative matrix. For each eigenvalue, λ, the λ-level characteristic (with respect
to the spectral radius) is defined. The necessary and sufficient conditions include a requirement that the
λ-level characteristic is majorized by the λ-height characteristic. An algorithm which has been implemented
in MATLAB is given to determine when a multiset of Jordan blocks corresponds to the peripheral spectrum
of a nonnegative matrix. The algorithm is based on the necessary and sufficient conditions given in this
paper.
© 2008 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The Perron–Frobenius theorem is an important result which has prompted much research
pertaining to spectral properties of nonnegative matrices. Many combinatorial properties of the
spectrum of a nonnegative matrix, and its generalized eigenspace, are known (for example, see
[1,2,8]). Many authors have contributed to this knowledge base, and there are many interesting
papers on this topic.
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While introducing the idea of level sets associated with a nonnegative matrix, Richman and
Schneider give results pertaining to the singular graph and Weyr characteristic of an M-matrix in
[6] as does Rothblum in [7]. Hershkowitz and Schneider give necessary and sufficient conditions
on the relation between the height and level characteristics corresponding to the spectral radius
of a nonnegative matrix in [3]. For an overview of these results and many more on this topic,
see the survey papers [2,8]. In particular, it has been shown that, if ν and η are two sequences
of nonnegative integers, then there exists a nonnegative matrix A with height characteristic η,
corresponding to the spectral radius, and level characteristic ν, corresponding to the spectral
radius (with entries rewritten in decreasing order), if and only if ν is majorized by η.
Looking at extensions of Perron–Frobenius theory from a cone theoretic perspective, Tam
and Schneider obtain a necessary and sufficient condition on the peripheral spectrum of a matrix
for which there is a proper cone that the matrix leaves invariant, with the core of the matrix
with respect to this cone being simplicial [10]. Tam noted that the condition is also necessary
for a nonnegative matrix and called for a matrix theoretic proof of this necessity, with the
question being formally posed in [9]. In [5], McDonald extends the necessary condition and
offers a necessary and sufficient condition (the extended Tam–Schneider condition) for a multiset
of Jordan blocks to correspond to the peripheral spectrum of a nonnegative matrix A. In this
paper, we offer necessary and sufficient conditions which are equivalent to the extended Tam–
Schneider condition, but which are more concise and point out the relation between level sets
and the height characteristic of A corresponding to the spectral radius. For each eigenvalue λ
in the peripheral spectrum of a nonnegative matrix A, we define the λ-level characteristic (with
respect to the spectral radius) and show that the λ-level characteristic is majorized by the λ-height
characteristic. This property and the requirement that the peripheral spectrum associated with
each level must be a union of complete sets of roots of unity provide necessary and sufficient
conditions on the peripheral spectrum of a nonnegative matrix. This result is formally stated as
Theorem 3.8. In Section 4, an algorithm is presented which determines whether or not there exists
a nonnegative matrix with peripheral spectrum corresponding to a given multiset J of Jordan
blocks. The algorithm is based on the conditions given in Theorem 3.8 and has been implemented
in MATLAB.
2. Standard definitions and notation
We begin with some standard definitions.
Let A ∈ Cnn.
For any c ∈ C, we write c¯ to represent the complex conjugate of c. For a matrix A, we write
A to represent the matrix formed from A by conjugating each entry.
We will write 〈n〉 for {1, . . . , n}.
We write Zq = {1, e
2π i
q , e
4π i
q , . . . , e
2(q−1)π i
q } and refer to such a set as a complete set of roots
of unity.
We let the multiset
σ(A) = {λ|λ is an eigenvalue of A},
where each eigenvalue is listed the number of times it occurs as a root of the characteristic
polynomial, and refer to it as the spectrum of A. We call
ρ(A) = max
λ∈σ(A)
{|λ|}
the spectral radius of A. The multiset
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π(A) = {λ ∈ σ(A) | |λ| = ρ(A)}
is referred to as the peripheral spectrum of A. We let multλ(A) denote the degree of λ as a root
of the characteristic polynomial, and indexλ(A) denote the degree of λ as a root of the minimal
polynomial. Let m = index0(A), and for each i ∈ 〈m〉, set ηi(A) = nullity(Ai) − nullity(Ai−1).
The sequence η(A) = (η1(A), η2(A), . . . , ηm(A)) is referred to as the height or Weyr character-
istic of A. We refer to the height characteristic of A − λI as the λ-height characteristic of A and
denote it by ηλ(A). If J is a collection of matrices, we let J be the direct sum of the matrices
fromJ and define the λ-height characteristic ofJ to be the λ-height characteristic of J .
Let η = (η1, η2, . . . , ηt ) and ν = (ν1, ν2, . . . , νt ) be two sequences of nonnegative integers
(append zeros if necessary to the end of the shorter sequence so that they are of the same length).
We say that ν is majorized by η if∑ji=1 νi 
∑j
i=1 ηi , for all 1  j  t , and
∑t
i=1 νi =
∑t
i=1 ηi .
We write ν  η. We denote by νˆ the sequence ν reordered in decreasing order.
We write Jj (λ) to represent the j × j matrix whose diagonal elements are λ, whose first
subdiagonal elements are 1, and all other elements are zero. We will refer to such a matrix as a
Jordan block (with eigenvalue λ).
We say a collection of Jordan blocks J is self-conjugate if, whenever Jj (λ) ∈ J and λ is
complex, then Jj (λ¯) ∈ J and the two blocks occur the same number of times.
We say that a collection of Jordan blocksJ corresponds to the Jordan form of A provided the
Jordan form of A is the direct sum of the elements inJ.
LetJbe a collection of Jordan blocks and letJ be the direct sum of the elements inJ. We define
the spectrum of J by σ(J) = σ(J ), the spectral radius of J by ρ(J) = ρ(J ), the peripheral
spectrum ofJ by π(J) = π(J ), and the λ-height characteristic ofJ by ηλ(J) = ηλ(J ).
A matrix A ∈ nn is called:
positive (A  0) if aij > 0, for all i, j ∈ 〈n〉;
semipositive (A > 0) if aij  0, for all i, j ∈ 〈n〉 and A /= 0; and
nonnegative (A  0) if aij  0, for all i, j ∈ 〈n〉.
Let  = (V ,E) be a (directed) graph, where V is a finite vertex set and E ⊆ V × V is an edge
set. A path from j to l in  is a sequence of vertices j = r1, r2, . . . , rt = l, with (ri, ri+1) ∈ E,
for i = 1, . . . , t − 1. A path for which the vertices are pairwise distinct is called a simple path.
The empty path will be considered to be a simple path linking every vertex to itself.
We define the graph of A by G(A) = (V ,E), where V = 〈n〉 and E = {(i, j)|aij /= 0}.
Let  = (V ,E) be a graph. If there is a path from a vertex j to a vertex l in , we say that
j has access to l. If j has access to l and l has access to j , we say j and l communicate. The
communication relation is an equivalence relation, hence we may partition V into equivalence
classes, which we will refer to as the (irreducible) classes of .
Let K,L ⊆ 〈n〉. We will write AKL to represent the submatrix of A whose rows are indexed
from K and whose columns are indexed from L. If κ = (K1,K2, . . . , Kk) is an ordered partition
of 〈n〉, we write
Aκ =
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣
AK1K1 AK1K2 · · · AK1Kk
AK2K1 AK2K2 · · · AK2Kk
...
...
...
AKkK1 AKkK2 · · · AKkKk
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦ .
We say Aκ is block lower triangular if AKiKj = 0 whenever i < j . We refer to the blocks
AKiKj as subdiagonal blocks whenever i > j . Given a matrix A, it is well known that there is
an ordered partition κ = (K1,K2, . . . , Kk) of 〈n〉 so that each Ki corresponds to a class of G(A)
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and Aκ is block lower triangular. We say that Aκ is the Frobenius normal form of A. A class Kj
is said to be singular if AKjKj is singular, and nonsingular otherwise.
We define the reduced graph of A byR(A) = (V ,E), where V = {K|K is a class of A}, and
E = {(K,L)| there is edge from a vertex j ∈ K to a vertex l ∈ L in G(A)}.
The singular length of a simple path in R(A) is the sum of the indexes of zero of each of the
singular vertices it contains. The level of a vertex K is the maximum singular length over all the
simple paths in R(A) which terminate at K .
Let νi(A) be the number of singular vertices with level i inR(A) and letm be the largest number
for which νi(A) /= 0. Then ν(A) = (ν1(A), . . . , νm(A)) is referred to as the level characteristic
of A.
Let κ = (K1, . . . , Kk) correspond to the Frobenius normal form of a nonnegative matrix A.
Let ρ = ρ(A) and m = indexρ(A). Set
Mj = ∪{Kl |the level of Kl is m + 1 − j in R(ρI − A)}, j ∈ 〈m + 1〉.
Then μ = (M1,M2, . . . ,Mm,Mm+1) is referred to as the level partition of A with respect to
the eigenvalue ρ(A), Mq is referred to as a level set, and Aμ is referred to as a level form of A. We
note that our subscripting matches that of [3], but is different from [6]. Our definition also differs
from that of [6] in that it includes the nonsingular classes.
In addition, we see that for any j ∈ 〈m〉, Mj can be further partitioned into two (not necessarily
nonempty) subsets. We set
L2j = ∪{Kl | the level of Kl is m + 1 − j in R(ρI − A) and ρ(AKlKl ) = ρ}
and
L2j−1 = Mj \L2j .
Notice then that
(i) ρ(AL2j−1L2j−1) < ρ.
(ii) AL2jL2j is the direct sum of blocks whose spectral radius is ρ.
(iii) AL2j−1L2j = 0.
We set L2m+1 = Mm+1 and refer to  = (L1, L2, . . . , L2m+1) as the split–level partition of
A with respect to the eigenvalue ρ(A). We will refer to Lq as a split-level set. Notice that Aμ and
A are block lower triangular. We say that A is in split-level form.
Definition 2.1. Let J be a self-conjugate collection of Jordan blocks all of whose eigenvalues
have modulus 1. Let m be the size of the largest Jordan block inJ. We sayJ satisfies the extended
Tam–Schneider condition provided that there is a sequence of multisetsJ1, . . . ,Jm such that
(i) Jm(1) ∈ J andJm = J.
(ii) J1 is a collection of 1 × 1 Jordan blocks which can be partitioned into complete sets of
roots of unity.
(iii) For any 2  j  m, if we enumerate the blocks in Jj as J (1), J (2), . . . , J (r) and create
the sets
Sj = {(t, λ)|λ is an eigenvalue of J (t) ∈ Jj , where J (t) is j × j},
and
Tj = {(t, λ)|λ is an eigenvalue of J (t) ∈ Jj , where J (t) is p × p with p < j},
then there is a set Uj ⊆ Tj so that
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(a) Jj−1 can be formed fromJj by removing the first row and column from each Jordan
block in Jj labelled with an element appearing as a first coordinate in Sj ∪ Uj and
leaving all other Jordan blocks the same. Note that if we remove the first row and
column of a 1 × 1 block, then we simply remove the block itself.
(b) The second coordinates of Sj ∪ Uj can be partitioned into complete sets of roots of unity.
3. The peripheral spectrum of a nonnegative matrix
It is well known that the peripheral spectrum of a nonnegative matrix is a union of complete
sets of roots of unity multiplied the spectral radius of the matrix. We expect the following result
to be known, but offer a proof for completeness.
Lemma 3.1. If a multiset S can be partitioned into complete sets of roots of unity, then the
partition is unique.
Proof. Note that the number of times 1 is listed in S determines the number of sets in the partition
of S into complete sets of roots of unity. We induct on this number. If S partitions into one
complete set of roots of unity, the result holds. Suppose S partitions into t sets of roots of unity.
Suppose each element of S is written in the form e
2π ik
n where k
n
< 1 and gcd(k, n) = 1. Let
α = max
{
k
n
: e 2π ikn ∈ S
}
. Note that α = m−1
m
for some m ∈ N. Then Zm must be a set in the
partition of S into complete sets of roots of unity. Otherwise there is an integer p > 1 such that
Zpm is a set in the partition so e
2π i(pm−1)
pm ∈ S, but pm−1
pm
> m−1
m
, a contradiction. Then S \ Zm
partitions into complete sets of roots of unity and by the inductive hypothesis, this partition is
unique. Hence, the partition of S into complete sets of roots of unity is unique. 
Notice that the above proof suggests an algorithm for determining whether or not a set S
partitions into complete sets of roots of unity, and if so, determining the sets in the partition.
This is discussed further in the following section where an algorithm for determining whether or
not a multiset of Jordan blocks corresponds to the peripheral spectrum of a nonnegative matrix
is outlined. The relationship between the height characteristic and the level characteristic of a
nonnegative matrix with respect to the Perron eigenvalue has played an important role in the
study of reducible nonnegative matrices. Here, we illustrate how these ideas can be generalized
to the entire peripheral spectrum.
Definition 3.2. Suppose A  0. Let μ = (M1,M2, . . . ,Mm,Mm+1) be the level partition of A
with respect to ρ = ρ(A). For each λ ∈ π(A), let νi(λ) be the number of times λ occurs as an
eigenvalue of AMiMi . Then the λ− level characteristic of A (with respect to ρ) is the sequence
νλ,ρ(A) = (ν1(λ), . . . , νm(λ)) (note that νm+1(λ) = 0 so it need not be included).
The corollary below follows easily from Lemma 3.2 of [5], which we restate here.
Lemma 3.3 [5, Lemma 3.2]. Let A be a nonnegative matrix. Set m = indexρ(A)(A) and let
(L1, L2, . . . , L2m+1) be the split-level partition of A with respect to ρ(A). Set
Pj =
2m+1⋃
q=2(m+1−j)
Lq
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and let λ ∈ π(A). Then for j = 2, . . . , m, the Jordan form of λ for APjPj can be produced from
the Jordan form of λ for APj−1Pj−1 by increasing the size of a select number of Jordan blocks by
one, and adding copies of J1(λ).
Corollary 3.4. Let A  0 with ρ(A) = ρ. Then, for each λ ∈ π(A), νˆλ,ρ(A)  ηλ(A).
As stated in the above definition and corollary, the peripheral eigenvalues of a nonnegative
matrix A must be distributed among the levels of A such that the majorization condition in
Corollary 3.4 is satisfied. We are interested in the question of whether or not there exists a
nonnegative matrix with peripheral spectrum corresponding to a given multiset J of Jordan
blocks. Corollary 3.4 asserts that the eigenvalues ofJmust partition into level sets satisfying the
majorization criterion. The definition below will allow us to gather information about a partition
of a multiset of eigenvalues.
Definition 3.5. Suppose L1, . . . , Lk are multisets of eigenvalues. For each λ ∈⋃ki=1 Li , let
νλ(Li) be the number of times λ is listed in Li . Then νλ(L1, L2, . . . , Lk) is defined to be the
sequence (νλ(L1), νλ(L2), . . . , νλ(Lk)).
The following lemmas will be used in the proof of the main theorem.
Lemma 3.6. Let α and β be decreasing sequences of length k satisfying α  β. Then αj  βk
for j = 1, . . . , k.
Proof. ki=1αi = ki=1βi and k−1i=1 αi  k−1i=1 βi implies αj  αk  βk . 
Lemma 3.7. Suppose α and β are decreasing sequences of length k satisfying α  β. Let
α˜(j) = (α1, . . . , αj−1, αj+1, . . . , αk)
and
β˜(j) = (β˜1, . . . , β˜k−1),
where
β˜i = βi − max{0, αj − kt=i+1βt }.
Then α˜(j)  β˜(j).
Proof. If s < j , thenαs = [α˜(j)]s andβs = β˜s . If s  j , then∑si=1[α˜(j)]i = −αj +
∑s+1
i=1 αi 
−αj +∑s+1i=1 βi 
∑s
i=1 β˜i . Also, 
k−1
i=1 [α˜(j)]i = −αj + ki=1αi = −αj + ki=1βi = k−1i=1 β˜i .

We are now ready to state and prove our main theorem. Note that we state our theorem for the
case where ρ(A) = 1. If ρ(A) /= 1, consider the matrix 1
ρ(A)
A.
Theorem 3.8. LetJ be a self conjugate multiset of Jordan blocks all of whose eigenvalues have
modulus 1. Let m be the size of the largest Jordan block inJwith eigenvalue 1. Then the following
are equivalent
(i) J corresponds to the peripheral Jordan form of a nonnegative matrix.
(ii) σ(J) = L1⋃L2⋃ · · ·⋃Lm where⋃ represents a multiset union and
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(a) each Li partitions into complete sets of roots of unity and
(b) for each λ ∈ σ(J), νˆλ(L1, . . . , Lm)  ηλ(J).
Proof. (i) ⇒ (ii): SupposeJ corresponds to the peripheral Jordan form of a nonnegative matrix
A. Let (M1, . . . ,Mm+1) be the level partition of A with respect to 1. Let Li = π(AMiMi ) for
i = 1, . . . , m. Note that⋃mi=1 Li = π(A) = σ(J). By [5, Lemma 3.1] (iii), each Li is a union of
complete sets of roots of unity. By Corollary 3.4, νˆλ,ρ(A) = νˆλ(L1, . . . , Lm)  ηλ(A) = ηλ(J).
(ii) ⇒ (i): Set Jm = J and let sets Sm and Tm be defined as in Definition 2.1. For each
λ ∈ σ(J), set ηλ = ηλ(Jm). Notice that (νˆλ)j  (νˆλ)1  (ηλ)1 for all j ∈ 〈m〉, so the number
of λ in Lm is less than or equal to the number of Jordan blocks in J with eigenvalue λ. Using
Lemma 3.6, (νˆλ)j  (ηλ)m, so the number of λ in Lm is at least the number of Jordan blocks of
size m in J. Hence, Um ⊂ Tm may be chosen so that the second coordinates of the elements of
Sm
⋃
Um are the elements of Lm. If there is a choice, we choose the largest Jordan block(s) to be
represented in Um. CreateJm−1 by removing one row and one column from each Jordan block
represented in Sm
⋃
Um and leaving all others unchanged.
By Lemma 3.7, for each λ ∈ σ(J), νˆλ(L1, . . . , Lm−1)  ηλ(Jm−1) so Um−1 ⊂ Tm−1 may
be chosen so that the second coordinates of the elements of Sm−1
⋃
Um−1 are the elements
of Lm−1. We continue in this manner, noting that for each λ ∈ σ(J) and j = 1 . . . (m − 1),
νˆλ(L1, . . . , Lm−j )  ηλ(Jm−j ) provided that we remove rows and columns from the largest
remaining Jordan block(s) when there is a choice.
ThenJ satisfies the Extended Tam–Schneider condition so by [5, Theorem 3.5],J corresponds
to the peripheral Jordan form of a nonnegative matrix. 
Observation 3.9. SupposeJ satisfies the Extended Tam-Schneider condition. Then, as shown in
the proof of [5, Theorem 3.5], a nonnegative matrix A in level form can be constructed such that
π(AMqMq ) consists of the second coordinates of Si
⋃
Ui for i ∈ 〈m〉 where μ = (M1, . . . ,Mm+1)
is the level partition of A with respect to ρ(A) and q = m + 1 − i. From the proof of Theorem
3.8, Li can be chosen to consist of the second coordinates of Si
⋃
Ui . Hence, π(AMqMq ) = Li
where q = m + 1 − i for i ∈ 〈m〉.
The above observation leads to the following corollary.
Corollary 3.10. Let
A =
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣
A11 0 · · · 0
A21 A22 · · · 0
...
...
...
Am1 Am2 · · · Amm
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦
be a nonnegative matrix in level form, all of whose eigenvalues have modulus 1. Then, for any
permutation τ of 〈m〉, there exists a B  0 similar to A such that the level form of B is
B =
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣
B11 0 · · · 0
B21 B22 · · · 0
...
...
...
Bm1 Bm2 · · · Bmm
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦ .
and σ(Bii) = σ(Aτ(i)τ (i)) for i = 1, . . . , m.
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Proof. LetJ be the collection of Jordan blocks corresponding to the Jordan form of A. Let Li =
σ(Aqq) where q = m + 1 − i. Then by [5, Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2], we have m sets L1, L2, . . . , Lm
satisfying the conditions in Theorem 3.8 (ii). But the sets Lτ(1), Lτ(2), . . . , Lτ(m) also satisfy
the conditions in Theorem 3.8 (ii), so we may construct a nonnegative matrix B with Jordan
form corresponding to J and σ(Bqq) = π(Bqq) = Lτ(i) = σ(Aτ(q)τ(q)) where q = m + 1 −
i, i = 1, . . . , m. Since A and B both have Jordan form corresponding to J, A and B are
similar. 
We will refer to the condition stated in Theorem 3.8(ii) (b) as the majorization condition.
SupposeJ is a multiset of Jordan blocks and m is the size of the largest Jordan block inJ. Note
that it is possible to find a partition L1, . . . , Lm of σ(J) such that the majorization condition is
satisfied. As the next example illustrates, it may also be possible to partition the eigenvalues of
J into m sets, each of which is a union of complete sets of roots of unity. However, it may not
be possible to achieve both requirements with the same partition of σ(J), and henceJ does not
correspond to the peripheral Jordan form of a nonnegative matrix.
Example 3.11. Consider the following multiset of Jordan blocks whose spectrum partitions into
Z6 ∪ Z10 ∪ Z15
J =
{
J2(1), J2
(
e
2π i
2
)
, J2
(
e
2π i
3
)
, J2
(
e
4π i
3
)
, J2
(
e
2π i
5
)
, J2
(
e
8π i
5
)
, J1(1), J1
(
e
2π i
6
)
, J1
(
e
10π i
6
)
,
J1
(
e
2π i
10
)
, J1
(
e
6π i
10
)
, J1
(
e
8π i
10
)
, J1
(
e
12π i
10
)
, J1
(
e
14πi
10
)
, J1
(
e
18π i
10
)
, J1
(
e
2π i
15
)
, J1
(
e
4π i
15
)
,
J1
(
e
8π i
15
)
, J1
(
e
12π i
15
)
, J1
(
e
14πi
15
)
, J1
(
e
16π i
15
)
, J1
(
e
18π i
15
)
, J1
(
e
22πi
15
)
, J1
(
e
26π i
15
)
, J1
(
e
28π i
15
)}
.
It was shown in [5] Example 3.7 that J does not correspond to the peripheral spectrum of a
nonnegative matrix. We see that the eigenvalues partition into complete sets of roots of unity, but
these sets of roots cannot be partitioned into m = 2 levels so that the majorization condition is
satisfied. Note that the partitions of σ(J) into 2 sets, each of which is a union of complete sets
of roots of unity are as follows:
(a) L1 = Z15, L2 = Z10⋃Z6 or
(b) L1 = Z10, L2 = Z15⋃Z6 or
(c) L1 = Z6, L2 = Z15⋃Z10.
Then ηλ(J) = (1, 1) does not majorize νˆλ(L1, L2) = (2, 0) for λ = e 2π i2 , e 2π i3 , and e 2π i5 ,
respectively.
Note that it is possible to partition σ(J) into 2 sets, L1 and L2 such that, for each λ ∈ σ(J),
νˆλ(L1, L2)  ηλ. For example, consider L1 = Z15⋃
{
e
2π i
2
}
and L2 = Z10⋃Z6 \
{
e
2πi
2
}
. How-
ever, each Li is not a union of complete sets of roots of unity.
4. An algorithmic approach
In this section, we present a recursive branch and bound algorithm based on Theorem 3.8 that
will determine whether or not a multiset of eigenvalues J corresponds to the peripheral Jordan
form of a nonnegative matrix. IfJ does correspond to the peripheral Jordan form of a nonnegative
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1123 1213 1223 1233
1232
1231
123122121112
11 12
1
13
1222
1221
1212
1211
113
1131
1132
1133
1122
1121
111
1111
1112
1113
131 132 133
1311
1312
1313
1321
1322
1323
1331
1332
1333
Fig. 1. Search tree for m = 3 and σ(J) = ZR1
⋃
ZR2
⋃
ZR3
⋃
ZR4 .
matrix, two vectors, R and N are returned indicating that a partition of σ(J) into sets L1, . . . , Lm
can be formed by placing ZRi in LNi . We will refer to N as the assignment vector (as each entry
of N assigns a set of roots to one of the sets L1, . . . , Lm). Pseudocode for the main function is as
follows:
LEVEL(J)
R ← PARTITION(J)
N ← [1],
N ← PLACE_ROOTS(R,N,J)
return R, N
The function PARTITION determines whether or not σ(J) can be partitioned into complete
sets of roots of unity. If so, the vector R is returned. The function works recursively as indicated
in the proof of Lemma 3.1:
PARTITION(J)
while σ(J) /= ∅
n ← max
{
n : e 2π ikn ∈ σ(J)
}
if Zn ⊂ σ(J)
σ (J) ← σ(J) \ Zn
R ← [R, n]
else error (eigenvalues do not partition into complete sets of roots of unity)
return R
The function PLACE_ROOTS is a recursive function that determines whether or not the sets
of roots of unity specified in R can be placed in m sets satisfying the majorization condition. If
so, the vector N is returned. We begin with N = [N1] = [1] indicating that we will place ZR1
in L1. We then place ZR2 in either L1 (if the majorization condition can still be satisfied) or L2
(otherwise). We continue in this manner. After ZRj has been placed in some Li , we place ZRj+1
in Lk where k is the smallest integer in 〈m〉 such that ∑ji=1[νˆλ(L1, . . . , Lm)]i 
∑j
i=1[ηλ]i for
j ∈ 〈m〉. If no such k exists, then we prune the current branch of the search tree and proceed to
the next vertex. Note that
∑m
i=1[νˆλ(L1, . . . , Lm)]i =
∑m
i=1[ηλ]i once all sets of roots of unity
have been placed. A sample search tree for the case when σ(J) = ZR1
⋃
ZR2
⋃
ZR3
⋃
ZR4 and
m = 3 is given in Fig. 1.
Since the numbering of the sets L1, . . . , Lm is arbitrary, placement of ZR1 in any other Li need
not be considered. Moreover, we only consider N satisfying Ni  1 + maxj<i Nj for i ∈ 〈m〉
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Fig. 2. Pruned search tree for m = 3 and σ(J) = ZR1
⋃
ZR2
⋃
ZR3
⋃
ZR4 .
since we do not assign a set of roots to Li if none have yet been assigned to Li−1. Also, at least
one set of roots must be assigned to each Li , otherwise the majorization condition will be violated
for λ = 1. So if max(N) < m − length(R) + length(N), then N is not a valid assignment vector
so we move to the next assignment vector. This allows us to prune many branches of the search
tree quickly. For example, the only vertices remaining after pruning the tree in Fig. 1 are shown
in Fig. 2.
PLACE_ROOTS(R,N,J)
if N1 = 2
error (no level assignments satisfy the majorization condition)
k ← length(N)
if Nk > 1 + maxj<k Nj or maxjk Nj < m − length(R) + length(N)
N ← BYPASS_CHILDREN(N)
PLACE_ROOTS(R,N,J)
if majorization condition can be/is satisfied
if length(N) = length(R)
return R,N
else N ← NEXT_VERTEX(N)
else N ← BYPASS_CHILDREN(N)
PLACE_ROOTS (R,N,J)
NEXT_VERTEX is a function which proceeds to the next vertex in the pre-ordered search
tree. BYPASS_CHILDREN is used when the current N is not a valid assignment vector (so no
assignment vector beginning with the entries of N will be valid). In this case, we move to the
next vertex in the search tree which does not begin with the current assignment vector N . Once
all of the vertices in the search tree have been considered or pruned, both NEXT_VERTEX and
BYPASS_CHILDREN return the assignment vector N = [2] which indicates that J does not
correspond to the peripheral Jordan form of a nonnegative matrix. Both functions are modeled
after the pseudocode given in [4, pp. 107–108].
The MATLAB code for this algorithm is available on the authors’ websites.
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